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Abstract
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Emails sent from Latino aliases are significantly less likely to receive any response from local
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1 Introduction

On October 2, 2012, with the general election weeks away, a Pennsylvania judge suspended the

state’s new voter identification law, which would have required Pennsylvanians to show ID at the

polls. Despite this, television ads highlighting the then-defunct requirement were still broadcast

after the ruling and a large Spanish-language billboard stating that ID would be required remained

on a prominent Philadelphia highway for weeks. This raised concerns that a lack of information

would create confusion among voters.1 Similar issues extend beyond Pennsylvania; since 2002,

twenty other US states adopted additional ID requirements for voting. Many voters – even in states

without these new requirements – held inaccurate beliefs about whether they needed ID in the

2012 elections.2 Amid heated debate over possible discriminatory effects of these laws, there has

been concern that changes to voting requirements raise informational costs to voting, differentially

reducing turnout among those with less access to information, such as the Spanish-speaking voters

targeted by the Philadelphia billboard (Vercellotti and Andersen 2009).

At the front lines of the effort to inform voters about new voting requirements stand nearly

8,000 “street-level bureaucrats,” the county and municipal administrators who implement the na-

tion’s electoral laws (Kimball and Kropf 2006). Like other street-level bureaucrats, local election

administrators often have considerable discretion in how they manage the election system, operate

with little direct oversight from state officials, and are frequently time and resource constrained

(Burden et al. 2012, 2013).3 Scholars of bureaucracy have argued that when local bureaucrats have

1Romy Varghese, “Confusion Sown in Pennsylvania by Lingering Voter-ID Ads,”
Bloomberg News, 12 October 2012, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-10-12/
confusion-sown-in-pennsylvania-by-lingering-voter-id-ads.html. An earlier 2012
survey of Pennsylvanians found that 34.3% of registered voters did not know of the ID requirement and that 12%
incorrectly believed themselves to have the required ID (Barreto et al. 2012).

2A 2012 Pew survey found that only 82% of registered voters (and 76% of registered Latinos) living in states that
required photo IDs knew about this requirement and that 52% of registered voters (and 59% of registered Latinos)
living in non-voter ID states erroneously thought they needed ID (Lopez and Gonzalez-Barrera 2012).

3Lipsky (1980) defines street-level bureaucrats as those bureaucrats who “interact directly with citizens” and “have
substantial discretion in the execution” of policies that they do not make (3). Although some local election officials
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discretion in allocating effort and resources, racial, ethnic, or partisan bias can occur unless clear

procedures are in place to prevent bias (Jones et al. 1977, Lipsky 1980, Brodkin 1997). Discre-

tionary bias from bureaucrats is of particular concern in the electoral system because differential

treatment of potential voters has implications for the composition of the electorate and the nature

of democratic political representation.

As a wave of new voting requirements is implemented across the US, do the street-level bu-

reaucrats managing the electoral system discriminate by race or ethnicity in interactions with con-

stituents about voting rules? We employ a large-scale, email-based field experiment, similar in

design to Butler and Broockman (2011) and McClendon (2012), to explore whether minorities

face higher costs than other voters to learning about voting requirements from election officials. In

doing so, we conduct the first field experiment of this scale on street-level bureaucrats in the US.

We test whether the local officials directly responsible for election administration provide differ-

ent information about these requirements to Latino versus non-Latino white voters. We randomly

assign essentially all county or municipal election officials in 48 US states (over 7,000 officials) to

receive emails from fictitious constituents with either putatively Latino or non-Latino white names

asking two questions about voting before the 2012 election: a question about voter ID or a control

question measuring baseline differences in responsiveness.4

Analyzing over 5,300 replies, we find clear, causally identified evidence of bias against Latinos

in the responsiveness of local election officials. Emails from Latino names are roughly five per-

centage points less likely to receive a reply to a question about voter ID requirements than those

from non-Latino whites. Replies that Latino emailers do receive are less likely to convey accurate

information about ID requirements. There is some evidence that this bias is greater in responses

are themselves elected, they meet this classic definition and existing literature treats them as street-level bureaucrats
(Burden et al. 2012, Kimball and Kropf 2006). We find no differences in behavior of elected versus appointed officials
(see Section 4.4).

4Much debate about voter ID laws has focused on whether these laws prevent voting by undocumented immigrants
or instead deter eligible Latino voters. Adding an African-American treatment condition would have substantially
reduced statistical power, so we focus on Latino names for this study.
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to questions about voter ID compared to a baseline question, but this is not statistically significant

across model specifications.

Our results cannot be explained by differences in the resource constraints or professionaliza-

tion of bureaucrats and there is little support for plausible “statistical discrimination” mechanisms,

such as if the bias were driven by the partisanship of local officials. We do, however, find evidence

consistent with the claim that those working in institutions with mechanisms in place aimed at

preventing discrimination are less discriminatory (Pager and Shepherd 2008); despite bias against

Latinos nationally across all types of officials, we find no bias in counties and municipalities cov-

ered under Sections 5 and 203 of the federal Voting Rights Act.5

Overall, our results likely provide a lower bound for the bias real Latinos may face in interac-

tions with these local election officials. Lipsky (1980) argues that bias will be highest for actions

that are complex and costly to the bureaucrat; replying to the short emails in our experiment is

particularly low cost.6 Yet these emails stand in for a larger class of interactions between election

officials and potential voters – from providing directions to polling places to determining voters’

registration eligibility – that can require more complicated actions and for which bias may be

greater.7 In addition, real bias can result from officials using a bundle of characteristics to decide

who is deserving of their effort; characteristics such as ethnicity, race, class, accent, and literacy

can all influence discrimination (Segrest Purkiss et al. 2006, Hancock 2007, Hosoda et al. 2012).

But while these characteristics are correlated within the American population, including for Lati-

nos, our experiment only primes ethnicity.8 As a result, we likely provide a conservative estimate

5Section 5 was still fully in place during our experiment.
6Many accurate responses to our email about voter ID involved simply pasting a link to an informational website,

while accurate responses to the control email often contained only the word “No.”
7We might be concerned that the impersonal and anonymous nature of email allows bureaucrats to discriminate

more than they would in face-to-face interactions with prospective voters. But in the extensive private sector literature
on studies of racial discrimination in hiring, Pager (2007) notes that “correspondence” studies in which resumés are
sent by mail to employers often find lower estimates of discrimination than audit studies in which actors apply for jobs
in person. This suggests that our manner of communication is unlikely to inflate our estimates of discrimination.

8In a pre-test of our experimental primes, described below, we did not find large differences in the extent to which
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for the bias that could be faced by a poor, non-white, and/or non-English-speaking Latino voter in

comparison to a wealthier, white, and English-speaking non-Latino voter.

We believe our experiment is strengthened by the realism of the design. Survey evidence (see

footnote 2) indicates that many voters do not have accurate knowledge about ID requirements.

While no existing data specifically measures rates at which voters email local officials about voter

ID laws, Americans (including Latinos) are increasingly likely to contact officials like those in this

study online.9 Most importantly, we directly study the relevant population through real individual

interactions, rather than observing bureaucratic behavior in the face of numerous confounders.

Ultimately, this research makes two main contributions. To our knowledge, this is the first

large-scale field experiment on bureaucratic behavior in the US offering causal evidence of dis-

crimination on the basis of ethnicity or race. This brings field experimental evidence to bear

on long-standing debates about the conditions under which street-level bureaucrats are biased in

responsiveness to constituents (e.g., Jones et al. 1977, Lipsky 1980, Mladenka 1981, Goodsell

1983).10 Our experiment expands recent observational research on bias in implementation of so-

cial and welfare services (Keiser et al. 2004, Fording et al. 2007, Davis et al. 2011) to the study of

election administration and more directly isolates whether individual-level patterns of bias are best

explained by “taste-based,” strategic, or resource-driven factors than existing literature.

Second, our results have clear implications for states with new voter ID laws and for minor-

ity voting more generally. While evidence of aggregate turnout effects of these laws is mixed

our Latino and non-Latino names cued education level, age, or political interest.
9A 2009 poll found that of those Americans who reported contacting government within the last year, 60% had

done so online or via email at least once (Smith et al. 2009) and the proportion of white, black, and Hispanic internet-
users reporting online or email-based government interactions is similar (Smith 2010). Further, citizens regularly
contact local officials, like the election administrators we email in this study. A 2007 poll found that 58% of Americans
reported contacting a government office in the past year; of these, 27% said they contacted their local government, and
12% multiple levels of government, which could include local officials (Estabrook et al. 2007).

10Grose (2014) highlights the lack of existing field experimental work on bureaucratic behavior in the US. Pre-
vious scholars of election administrators have noted the difficulty of identifying the underlying factors driving the
discretionary behavior of these officials through observational studies (see Burden et al. 2013, 907).
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(Alvarez et al. 2008, Ansolabehere 2009, Erickson and Minnite 2009, Mycoff et al. 2009), they

are often thought to have discriminatory effects because poor and minority voters are less likely

to have required ID (Barreto et al. 2007, 2009) or because poll workers may challenge poor or

minority voters to show ID more frequently (Atkeson et al. 2010, Cobb et al. 2012). We instead

explore a previously unexamined mechanism – the provision of information before election day –

through which these laws may differentially affect voters. Observational evidence indicates that

negative turnout effects of voter ID laws are largest when states have recently implemented them,

especially among Latino voters and other groups that face steeper “learning curves” about new re-

quirements (Vercellotti and Andersen 2009). But more broadly, our finding of bias against Latinos

even in states without voter ID suggests that minorities may face discrimination throughout their

interactions with the electoral system.

This paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we review existing literature on bias by street-

level bureaucrats and its implications for the implementation of voter ID laws. In Section 3, we

introduce the hypotheses and design of our experiment, then present results and examine possible

mechanisms in Section 4. Section 5 concludes.

2 Existing Literature

The behavior of street-level bureaucrats directly affects the realized forms of public policies (Brod-

kin 1997, Lipsky 1980). Although a policy might be written as universal, resource-constrained bu-

reaucrats frequently have discretion over which services are delivered and to whom; discretionary

decisions made by local bureaucrats often become de facto public policy. This behavior may also

shape the long-run political context in which bureaucrats operate. Existing literature indicates that

interactions with local bureaucracy – such as enrolling children in Head Start or receiving welfare

benefits – can create feedbacks and influence rates of political participation (Bruch et al. 2010, Met-

tler and Soss 2004). If interactions with election officials have similar effects, bias could influence
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the long-term composition of the electorate by affecting who is a voter. Given their critical role,

it is important to understand why bureaucrats may treat constituents differently in discretionary

interactions.

Existing research has advanced two broad classes of explanations for observed differences in

the treatment of constituents. First, some studies argue that decisions by bureaucrats are driven

largely by organizational rules, such as the technical-rational criteria in place for responding to

complaints, and available resources, such as the manpower available in different jurisdictions

(Jones et al. 1977, Mladenka 1981). This predicts that bureaucrats respond differently to re-

quests because of variation in procedures and resources, not because of individual-level bias against

groups of constituents.

A second set of studies argues instead that differences in treatment of constituents do stem from

biases. These works focus on how individual characteristics – including ethnicity and partisanship

– of the bureaucrat, the citizen, or the interaction of the two affect bureaucratic behavior. This

literature proposes a combination of taste-based and more strategic, or political, mechanisms for

this bias. Much of this comes from studies of the welfare state. Focusing on administration of the

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program, Keiser et al. (2004) finds that non-

white recipients’ benefits are sanctioned by case workers for violating program rules more than

white recipients within each jurisdiction. Similarly, Ernst et al. (2013) finds that a white applicant

received higher quality information about benefits in an audit of welfare offices, arguing that white

applicants may be seen by caseworkers as more deserving of benefits from the state. Fording et

al. (2007) adds a political dimension, finding that more conservative localities have higher levels

of TANF sanctions, and proposes that this is because local bureaucrats share their jurisdiction’s

majority political ideology about welfare programs. Davis et al. (2011) finds that where local

TANF program managers have closer ties to black political networks in areas with more black
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political power, black constituents are more likely to be given discretionary access to vocational

training programs.11

Existing studies of local election officials indicate that they may be similarly influenced by

partisanship or ethnicity. The interaction between the partisanship of these officials and their dis-

trict is associated with aggregate turnout (Burden et al. 2013), the number of provisional ballots

cast and counted (Kimball et al. 2006), and local election officials’ support for provisional ballot

policies (Kropf et al. 2013), all suggestive that partisanship may affect how vigorously election

rules are enforced. There is also evidence that citizens of different ethnicities have different ex-

periences on election day, with blacks and Latinos more likely to be asked for ID by poll workers

(Ansolabehere 2009, Atkeson et al. 2010, Cobb et al. 2012) and reporting lower quality experi-

ences at the polls (Hall et al. 2009). As with the literature on discretionary bias in the welfare state,

however, these studies cannot clearly distinguish whether these patterns emerge from underlying

biases of local administrators and poll workers or if they are instead driven by more political and

strategic considerations.

Recent changes to voter ID laws provide an important case in which to test theories of bu-

reaucratic behavior. Since the passage of the federal Help America Vote Act (HAVA) in 2002,

twenty-one states have adopted new ID requirements. Thirty states currently ask for some type of

ID on election day (National Conference of State Legislatures 2012). These laws fall on a spec-

trum from requiring a photo ID to those that allow voters to present non-photo IDs and those which

request some form of ID, but allow voters to cast ballots without it under certain conditions. Even

if these new laws are designed to simplify the voting process, they increase complexity in the short

11Outside the bureaucratic context, a large body of experimental research suggests that individuals – even those
who openly espouse equality and fairness – often display discriminatory behavior when making discretionary choices.
Experiments in areas as disparate as medical diagnosis and treatment, housing searches, and job applications find
that otherwise identical whites and non-whites are treated differently (Ross et al. 2002, Green et al. 2007, Bertrand
and Mullainathan 2004, Pager 2007, Pager and Shepherd 2008, Pager et al. 2009). Studying politicians rather than
bureaucrats, Butler and Broockman (2011) finds that state legislators are more likely to respond to emails about voter
registration from putatively white constituents than from putatively black constituents.
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term by changing rules that voters and officials had become familiar with. This is especially true

when laws are challenged in court and it is unclear whether they will be enforced. In states with

new or legally contested voting laws, more voters can be expected to seek new information on

requirements, and any underlying ethnic or racial differences in information provision may have a

more pronounced effect on voting.

It may seem a priori unlikely that small differences in access to information about ID require-

ments would influence turnout. Recent scholarship, however, has shown that small changes in the

costs of obtaining information about an action can significantly influence voluntary behaviors. For

example, simplifying information and providing assistance in completing forms can lead to signif-

icantly higher rates of college enrollment among students from low-income families (Bettinger et

al. 2012), more applications to selective colleges from high-achieving students who are eligible for

scholarships (Hoxby and Turner 2013), and higher uptake of valuable tax credits among eligible

tax payers (Bhargava and Manoli 2013, Saez 2009). Importantly, these experimental studies show

that small information costs deter action even when substantial individual benefits are at stake.

Similar information costs may also affect voting, which lacks such obvious benefits. Indeed, exist-

ing research has also shown that small changes to voting procedures, such as changing the location

of polling places by several city blocks, decrease turnout by increasing information costs to voting

(Brady and McNulty 2011, McNulty et al. 2009).

3 Hypotheses and Research Design

We conduct a field experiment measuring whether local election officials in 48 US states respond

to email queries from constituents of different ethnicities at different rates or with information of

differing quality.
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3.1 Hypotheses

H1 – Bias in responses against Latino emailers: Consistent with literature showing that discre-

tionary bureaucratic behavior is influenced by constituents’ individual characteristics, we hypoth-

esize that election officials respond to emails from putatively Latino constituents at lower rates

than to those from putatively non-Latino white constituents. This bias could also manifest in less

accurate, informative, and friendly responses.

H2 – Greater bias against Latino emailers in emails about voter ID laws: We expect particu-

larly strong bias in responses to questions about voter ID laws compared to other questions. This

could be for two reasons. First, the focus on undocumented immigrants in public discourse on

voter ID laws may have caused these laws to become “racialized,” priming underlying biases.12

Alternatively, bias may be greater for tasks that are more complex for bureaucrats (Lipsky 1980),

with greater differences across ethnic groups in responses to more complicated queries.

H3 – Greater bias against Latino names in states with stricter voter ID laws: Finally, we

hypothesize that officials in states with stricter voter ID laws display greater bias in responsiveness

against Latinos. We expect concerns about voting by non-citizens to be more salient in states with

stricter laws. This may be because such concerns caused these states to adopt strict voter ID laws,

or because exposure to more debate about ID requirements has made these laws more “racialized”

in these states.

3.2 Experimental Set-up

To test these hypotheses, we contacted every local official or election commission for each county

or municipality at which elections are administered in 48 states. We sent emails to publicly avail-

12Existing research suggests that media coverage linking a policy to race or ethnicity causes people to associate the
policy with their pre-existing biases, even when that policy does not have explicit racial or ethnic content (Gilens 2004).
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able addresses through which these officials already field constituent requests.13 Results are ana-

lyzed from 46 of these states (N=6825); two states were dropped due to independence assumption

violations.14 Table 1 lists sample sizes and voter ID law types by state.15

[Table 1 about here]

Each local official or commission received an email on September 4, 2012 with a randomly

assigned text and name. The “voter ID email” asked a question about voter ID laws, while the

“control email” asked a simpler and less-politicized question about voting in primary versus gen-

eral elections. Having two questions allows us to distinguish between baseline discrimination and

discrimination specific to voter ID. We also varied the sender of the emails among four names, two

that are putatively Latino (“José Martinez” and “Luis Rodriguez”) and two that are putatively non-

Latino white (“Greg Walsh” and “Jake Mueller”).16 To send many emails in a short time window,

we registered domain names and created email addresses such as lrodriguez@ajnmail.net.

The text of the voter ID email was:

13In most states, elections are administered at the county level, and the unit of analysis is the county. In six states
elections are administered by town or city, and the unit of analysis is the municipality. In two states we analyze –
Maryland and Illinois – elections are generally administered by county, but by municipality in large cities. Officials
in Maine and Alaska were not contacted. In Maine, email addresses for local election officials were unavailable. In
Alaska, electoral districts do not correspond directly to municipal or county boundaries, making it difficult to merge
data on covariates.

14In Virginia, separate emails forwarded to the same officials in some cases, meaning they received multiple treat-
ment conditions simultaneously, violating the SUTVA (stable unit treatment value) assumption of no spillover between
units needed to identify effects (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983). There were similar concerns about Minnesota, where
officials indicated that they had communicated with each other about the emails in their first set of replies. We drop
Virginia and Minnesota from all analysis.

15There may be concern that our results are being driven primarily by the states with many jurisdictions, such as
Michigan. We re-estimate each of the models reported in Section 4.1 and 4.2, sequentially dropping each of the seven
states with the largest sample sizes. All results are robust to dropping each of these states (see Supporting Information).

16We use two names per ethnicity to ensure that results are not due to idiosyncratic characteristics of any spe-
cific name. The non-Latino white names are taken directly from Butler and Broockman (2011) and Bertrand and
Mullainathan (2004). We follow Butler and Broockman (2011) and other audit studies in using only male names to
conserve power and avoid proliferation of treatment conditions. To test for consistency violations, we conducted a
preliminary survey using Amazon’s Mechnical Turk (Berinsky et al. 2012). These names overwhelmingly (> 96%)
cued the correct ethnicities. Within the pairs of Latino or non-Latino names, the two names each cued very similar
characteristics on other dimensions, such as perceived level of education, income, race, age, and political engagement.
Results of this pre-test are in the Supporting Information.
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Hello,

I’ve been hearing a lot about voter ID laws on the news. What do I need to do to vote?

Thank you,

(Jose Martinez, Jake Mueller, Luis Rodriguez, or Greg Walsh)

The control email was:

Hello,

I’ve been wondering about this. Do you have to vote in the primary election to be

allowed to vote in the general elections?

Thank you,

(Jose Martinez, Jake Mueller, Luis Rodriguez, or Greg Walsh)

In sum, there were eight treatment conditions (4 names x 2 email texts). We analyze the pairs of

Latino or non-Latino names together, collapsing the study to four conditions.17 These treatments

were assigned within each state after pair matching localities, following Imai et al. (2009). We

used coarsened exact matching (Iacus et al. 2012) to create pairs of counties or municipalities

within states that were most similar in terms of population density, income per capita, proportion

black, proportion Latino, and Democratic vote share in the 2008 presidential election.18 This

improves balance on observable covariates prior to randomization. Importantly, by matching on

factors that should predict bureaucratic capacity (population density and income per capita), and

more generally by randomizing the treatment, we ensure that any ethnic disparities observed in the

17There are not substantively different outcomes within the pairs of Latino or non-Latino names.
18We merged demographic data from the 2010 US Census and 2005 American Community Survey (ACS) about

each county or municipality to the list of official email addresses. We match on population density and income per
capita as predictors of capacity and professionalization of local officials. We match on the proportion of a county’s
population that is African-American or Latino as predictors of the racial and ethnic diversity of an area. Finally, we
match on Democratic vote share in the last presidential election to account for partisan responses to potential Latino
voters.
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experiment cannot be driven by differences in bureaucratic procedures or other jurisdiction-level

factors.

The ethnicities of the email senders (Latino, non-Latino) and the two email texts were ran-

domized within each pair with equal probabilities, such that one of the units received an email

from a Latino name and the other did not.19 After matching, balance for both treatments (text

and ethnicity of emailer) remained imperfect, because of the small number of observations within

some states (see Supporting Information).20 For this reason, we control for these covariates in the

analysis below rather than looking only at differences in means across treatment conditions.

3.3 Coding of Responses

We received over 5300 replies to these emails from at least 4557 local election officials.21 Using a

dataset of voter ID requirements in each state,22 we used double-blind human coding to assess the

accuracy of each of the 2549 replies to the voter ID email. Specifically, the names of our fictitious

emailers were removed and research assistants were not told the research questions. Research

assistants then determined whether each email was “absolutely accurate,” meaning the reply con-

tained full and accurate information about voter ID requirements in the state, or fell into a range of

other categories.23 Each reply was initially coded by two research assistants; replies for which the

19In states with odd numbers of units, the least similar unit was randomly assigned to treatment on its own.
20For example, in many states the largest city or urban county, such as Chicago in Illinois, did not have any close

match on the covariates.
21Multiple emails per official usually involved an automatic “out of the office” message followed by a substantive

reply. In such cases, we collapse the emails into a single observation. Although some officials replied from differ-
ent addresses than we had emailed, we can match all but 19 replies to the officials we originally emailed. The 19
unidentified emails are dropped from all analyses.

22Voter ID requirements in some states changed in the final months before the 2012 election due to litigation and
court rulings. We code accuracy with respect to the laws in each state as of the date our email was sent (Sept. 4). The
requirements used in our coding process are available on request.

23The full coding rules and examples of each type of email are provided in the Supporting Information, as is a
set of additional analyses demonstrating that collapsing our coding categories in different ways does not substantially
change the results presented here.
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two coders disagreed were sent to a third.24

In contrast, the control email was designed to examine baseline differences in response rates

and had a single, simple answer in all states; no state requires voting in primaries to vote in general

elections and this email was answered accurately essentially everywhere. Therefore, we analyze

differences between the two email texts in response rate, not in accuracy.

4 Experimental Results

Table 2 contains summary statistics, broken out by treatment condition. Overall, officials re-

sponded to about 71% of emails, a higher response rate than in a similar study of elected state

legislators (Butler and Broockman 2011). In addition, officials were more likely to respond to the

control email than the voter ID email. This is consistent with the control email being marginally

easier to answer; yet despite the low cost, officials responded to fewer than 74% of these emails.

Only 46% of emails asking a question about voter ID got some type of accurate response. Fur-

thermore, we find that local officials in states without voter ID laws were more likely to respond

accurately to the voter ID email than those in states with additional requirements.25 Finally, the

summary statistics provide evidence of bias; Latino emailers receive responses at lower rates and

are less likely to receive absolutely accurate responses than non-Latino emailers.

[Table 2 about here]

24On the first pass, the two research assistants disagreed on the coding for accuracy in 23% (558) of the emails. Of
these, 46% (270) were disagreements over the distinction between the “Absolutely accurate” category versus two other
categories for responses that were either too general or too narrow but did not contain explicitly inaccurate information.
Emails for which the first two coders disagreed on accuracy or other variables, such as friendliness, were sent to a third
coder. If all three coders disagreed about at least one variable, the authors (single-) blind coded the responses, settling
coding for 126. This left 90 emails for which we could not determine the accuracy, coded as “Ambiguous.” All results
below are robust to dropping ambiguous and author-coded observations (see Supporting Information).

25We do not see significant differences across states with different types of ID laws, however; see below.
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Because randomization did not achieve perfect balance, we prefer parametric approaches that

control for locality characteristics that may affect response rates.26 We use two different modeling

approaches. First, we run multi-level models in which coefficients for the effect of the Latino

name and the intercept vary by state, while coefficients for the control variables are pooled across

all states. This estimates different effects for every state, including those with small sample sizes,

but borrows information across states (Gelman and Hill 2007). We also run a single fully pooled

regression model with state fixed effects. This allows intercepts for each state to vary, but estimates

a single treatment effect for the entire country, driven more heavily by states with larger sample

sizes. We report results from both models for comparison.

4.1 Response Rate

We find strong evidence supporting our first hypothesis that the response rate to Latino names

is significantly lower than the response rate to non-Latino names (p < 0.001 in both models).

Because logistic coefficients are difficult to interpret, Panel (A) of Figure 1 plots the simulated

first difference in the predicted probability of a response to a Latino versus non-Latino name for

both email texts and 95% confidence intervals around these point estimates.27 Responses to Latino

names are three-and-a-half to four percentage points less likely than to non-Latino white names in

both fully and partially pooled models.

[Figure 1 about here]

26As shown in Table 2, 240 emails bounced back because of an incorrect email address, which could also affect
balance. Dropping the other half of each pair in which an observation was not treated due to a bounce-back and re-
estimating the results presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 does not change these findings (see Supporting Information).

27Models include controls for each jurisdiction’s 2008 Democratic presidential vote, percent non-Latino, percent
Black, logged population density, and logged per capita income. Following Hanmer and Kalkan (2013), for all first
differences in the paper we simulate the change in predicted probability of a response after changing the Latino
name treatment from 0 to 1 for all observations in the data, keeping covariates fixed to the observed values for each
observation, with 1000 simulations each.
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We find limited support for our second hypothesis that the gap between response rates to non-

Latinos and Latinos is larger for questions about voter ID laws than a general question. Panel

(B) of Figure 1 shows the simulated first differences to Latino and non-Latino white names for

each email text separately. The estimated bias is 5 percentage points (95% CI: -0.08,-0.02) for

the voter ID email and 2 percentage points (95% CI: -0.05, 0.00) for the control email. Bias

against Latino emailers in responses to the voter ID email text is thus estimated to be approximately

three percentage points larger than in the control email, but the difference between them is not

statistically significant (p > 0.17 in both specifications).

We find no evidence supporting our third hypothesis that states with voter ID laws exhibit

greater differences in response to Latinos versus non-Latinos.28 Testing this final hypothesis in-

volves a non-experimental comparison of treatment effect sizes across states with different laws

that were chosen endogenously. Furthermore, due to small sample sizes by law type (e.g., only

11 states with photo ID laws), we should only find evidence confirming our third hypothesis if the

difference between states with different law types is very large. In two additional specifications,

we include indicators for each state’s type of law, and interact these with the Latino name variable.

We find no interactions between the type of voter ID law and the Latino name variable on response

rate (the smallest p-value on these interactions is 0.19; see Supporting Information).

28We follow the National Conference of State Legislatures’s coding of laws on two dimensions. First, laws require
different types of ID (photo, non-photo, or none). Second, under “strict” laws, a ballot cast by a voter without ID will
not be counted without additional steps by the voter to prove her identity after Election Day, while under laws that are
“not strict” at least some voters lacking ID have options to cast ballots that will still be counted on Election Day, such
as by signing an affidavit when voting attesting to their own identity. We find no interactions between law type and
bias on either of these dimensions, or their interaction. These null results also hold when including states in which
laws were enacted but not yet enforced.
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4.2 Characteristics of Responses

We also investigate whether, conditional on receiving a reply, the nature of responses varies be-

tween emails to Latino and non-Latino aliases.29 We focus only on responses to the voter ID email

because these varied in accuracy.

First, Latino names are less likely to receive absolutely accurate responses (p < 0.05 in both

specifications).30 A key reason Latino emailers received fewer absolutely accurate responses is that

rather than answering their question directly, local officials were more likely to respond to Latino

emails “non-informatively,” side-stepping our direct question by, for example, asking whether the

emailer wished to vote absentee or requesting that the emailer call the office to discuss the issue

(p < 0.05 in both specifications).31 Overall, simulations based on partially pooled models estimate

Latino emailers to be 4 percentage points (95% CI: -0.08,0.00) less likely to receive absolutely

accurate responses and nearly 5 percentage points (95% CI: 0.01, 0.08) more likely to receive a

non-informative response compared to non-Latino emailers.

In addition to the content of responses, we examine whether the tone or style of responses to

Latino and non-Latino emailers differs. Two-thirds of all responses to the voter ID question were

coded as “friendly.”32 Latino emailers are estimated to be 4 percentage points less likely to receive

a friendly response, but this result falls short of statistical significance in both model specifications

29This section focuses only on responses received; we have no way of inferring how accurate responses from
localities that did not respond at all might have been. That we still find differences in the responses to Latino and non-
Latino names after conditioning on receiving any response is perhaps even more striking. If we look instead at whether
each email received an accurate response or did not, combining cases where we received no response at all with cases
that received a response not coded as accurate, the negative effect of the Latino name appears even larger because the
non-response bias against Latino names compounds with the quality-of-response bias reported in this section.

30Regression tables for all analysis discussed in this section appear in the Supporting Information.
31Within the non-informative responses, Latino emailers were not more likely than non-Latino emailers to be asked

whether they were registered to vote.
32Emails marked as “friendly” contained “explicitly friendly language, such as use of the senders’ name in the

salutation or sign-off.” Examples included “Dear (name),” “Let us know if you have any more questions” and “Have a
great day.”
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(p=0.13). Taken together, these results suggest differential treatment of Latino and non-Latino

emailers, even after conditioning on response rate.

4.3 The Voting Rights Act: Bias under Monitoring

Within the clear aggregate pattern of bias in responsiveness against Latinos, we also find suggestive

evidence that bias from local election officials varies with the degree of monitoring they face.33

Research on racial and ethnic discrimination in employment, housing, financial, and consumer

markets suggests that private sector employees are less likely to be discriminatory in discretionary

decisions about clients when organizational procedures are in place to make them aware of the

risk for discrimination and to explicitly monitor against it (Pager and Shepherd 2008, 14-17).34 If

similar dynamics hold for election officials, biased behavior should be less likely when institutional

mechanisms are in place to prevent it.

We test this by analyzing response rates from jurisdictions that are and are not covered by

two federal anti-discrimination policies explicitly aimed at preventing local-level discrimination in

election administration. Under Section 5 of the federal Voting Rights Act (VRA) – which was in

effect during our study – 706 localities in our data were subject to “pre-clearance.” To prevent dis-

crimination, this coverage placed localities under additional federal oversight and prohibited them

from changing election procedures without federal approval. Under Section 203 of the VRA, 186

jurisdictions from our study are specifically required by the federal government to make all vot-

ing information and ballots accessible to Spanish-language voters because they have large Latino

citizen populations, a high proportion of Latino citizens, or many eligible voters who are Spanish

language-dominant.35

33The previous analyses followed a pre-analysis plan, available on request. The remaining analyses are exploratory.
34Similarly, research on policing has found less racial profiling when street-level officers are monitored and given

less discretion in enforcement (Gottfredson and Gottfredson 1988, Harris 1997).
35There is some overlap between these: 93 observations were covered by both Sections 5 and 203 in 2012.
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Assignment to increased scrutiny under these provisions is not random and we cannot estimate

causal effects of the VRA. Nonetheless, adding indicator variables for whether an observation is

covered under either Section 5 or Section 203 to the models from Section 4.1 and interacting these

indicators with the Latino name treatment shows that bias against Latinos is significantly lower in

these subsets. Places covered by the VRA under either Section 5 or Section 203 show no response

bias (p=0.30), while non-covered places show significant bias in response rates (p = 0.0001),

with an estimated 5 percentage points fewer responses to Latino emailers (95% CI: -0.07,-0.02).36

Plotting this interaction, Panel (A) of Figure 2 shows that bias against Latinos is 7.5 percentage

points lower (95% CI: 0.8, 13.3) in covered localities than in non-covered localities. Because

areas covered by the VRA likely differ from non-covered places on many other dimensions, we

also use nearest neighbor propensity score matching to prune the set of non-covered localities to

those that most resemble covered localities on the covariates listed above. Re-estimating the model

on this restricted dataset shows a similar pattern, with 6.6 percentage points (95% CI: -1.8, 15.4)

less discrimination in covered than non-covered jurisdictions, although this is only significant at

p = 0.12, with the reduced sample size.

[Figure 2 about here]

We also analyzed Section 5 and Section 203 coverage separately because the determinants and

nature of coverage for each differ. Panel (B) of Figure 2 shows that re-estimating the models for

Section 5 alone returns a similar result, with estimated 6.1 percentage points less discrimination

in covered than non-covered jurisdictions (p = 0.08, 95% CI: -0.8, 13.2).37. In the unmatched

data, Section 5 jurisdictions are estimated not to discriminate against Latinos in responsiveness

(p = 0.49), while the un-covered jurisdictions do discriminate (p = 0.0002), with 4.4 percentage

36The p-value on the interaction between VRA coverage and the Latino treatment indicator is 0.02 (see Supporting
Information for corresponding table).

37The p-value on the interaction in the smaller matched dataset is 0.17, however.
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points estimated bias against Latinos (95% CI: -0.07,-0.02).38 We also find significant differences

across Section 203 coverage. Panel (C) of Figure 2 plots the interaction between the Latino name

treatment and an indicator for Section 203 coverage, showing significantly less discrimination in

covered than non-covered localities.39 In the unmatched data, officials in the 186 observations

covered by Section 203 for Spanish-speaking populations are signed as more likely to respond to

the Latino than the non-Latino names, while officials in localities not covered are still 4 percentage

points less likely to reply to Latinos than non-Latinos (p = 0.0001, 95% CI: -0.06, -0.02).

An additional factor that could produce variation in discrimination across localities is the eth-

nicity of the officials themselves. Studies of representative bureaucracy argue that the interests

of groups will be better represented by a bureaucratic workforce that includes members of those

groups (Kingsley 1944, Meier 1975, Krislov 2012). Local officials who are themselves Latino/a

may be less biased, and local election officials are more likely to be Latino in localities with larger

Latino populations, including those with Section 203 coverage. We are unable to identify the eth-

nicity of most officials in our dataset. But for those states where ethnicity data is available, it

appears that the overwhelming majority of local election officials are non-Latino.40 We cannot

fully reject the possibility that some of the difference between Section 203 covered places and

other jurisdictions is driven by these localities also being more likely to have Latino/a officials.41

38Because Section 5 coverage is highly correlated with being in the South, however, the result for Section 5 juris-
dictions cannot be distinguished from a more general regional difference between southern states and the rest of the
country (see Supporting Information). But Section 203 localities are spread widely across the US and also appear to
be less biased against Latinos.

39The p-value on the interaction between Section 203 coverage and the Latino treatment is 0.01 in the unmatched
data and 0.12 in the matched data, with the smaller sample size of N = 372.

40In many cases, we do not know the specific official’s name (unless they happened to sign their email response),
and even when we do, there is little available information to code ethnicity. We attempted to identify ethnicity of
these officials using a database of Latino local government officials maintained by the National Association of Latino
Election and Appointed Officials (NALEO). In many states, NALEO does not collect data on the relevant office in our
study. But in the 17 states where most of the offices we contacted are included in the dataset, we find that 69 out of
1290 officials contacted, or only 5%, were Latino/a. This is too few to estimate bias among Latino officials separately
to compare with the non-Latino officials.

41We attempt to estimate a separate effect of Section 203 coverage from the effect of the Latino population by using
total Latino population as a matching variable in addition to percent Latino population (which is already included in
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We can show, however, that the reduction in bias in localities covered by Section 5 in the VRA

exists separately from any differences in Latino population because areas covered under Section

5 range widely in local Latino population. Removing all localities that are more than 10% Latino

and re-estimating the models for Section 5 coverage shows that these results are the same without

including localities with high Latino populations (see Supporting Information). There is thus still

evidence that monitoring may change bureaucratic behavior even in places that are unlikely to have

Latino bureaucrats.

4.4 Potential Mechanisms

The bias we observe in areas without VRA coverage could result from several mechanisms. Al-

though the appearance of bureaucratic bias elsewhere might result from differences in organiza-

tional rules or resources (Mladenka 1981), randomization ensures that these factors do not drive

the bias we observe in our experiment. We explore two additional mechanisms. First, local bu-

reaucrats may engage in taste-based discrimination when trying to decide which of many tasks to

prioritize. Alternatively, public officials may not respond as often to Latinos because they believe

that they are less likely to support these officials politically, to actually live in their districts, or to be

citizens. This second set of reasons could be seen as forms of “statistical discrimination,” with bias

emerging from potentially rational beliefs about differences between Latino and non-Latino con-

stituents (Altonji and Blank 1999). While our design does not allow us to causally identify these

mechanisms, a series of additional tests suggest that the most plausible statistical discrimination

mechanisms are insufficient.

Partisan elected officials may have political incentives to reply at different rates, or with dif-

fering accuracy, if ethnicity serves as a cue for partisanship (Butler and Broockman 2011). For

the matching model). Results for this additional matched dataset are similar and are provided in the Supporting
Information.
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example, if Latino voters are perceived as more likely to be Democrats, Republican officials could

reply less to discourage turnout of perceived opponents. Similar incentives would not hold for

non-partisan civil servants, who have no political advantage at stake in these emails. We update

data from Kimball and Kropf (2006) to identify the partisanship and appointment method of the

local election officials and test several arguments about political incentives.42

We find no evidence that political incentives affect bias. Elected and appointed officials respond

and are accurate at similar rates. Appointment method does not interact with the Latino name –

both types of officials are similarly biased overall.43 Similarly, while there is some evidence that

partisan officials reply less overall than non-partisan officials, partisan and non-partisan officials

show no significant difference in bias towards Latinos. We also find no difference in bias between

Democratic versus Republican election officials.44 Finally, the partisanship of each official’s ju-

risdiction, measured as Obama vote share in 2008, does not interact with the Latino name or with

each officials’ partisanship – i.e., Republican officials are not particularly likely to be biased in

Democratic jurisdictions, or vice versa.

Beyond political incentives, bias in response rates could result from officials not seeing Lati-

nos as plausible constituents. Because election administration is organized by county or locality in

the US and the Latino population is not evenly distributed across the country, most local election

42This was updated by consulting local elections results, where available, and otherwise individually searching
for officials by office and email address. We are unable to reproduce this data for Michigan and Wisconsin, where
Kimball and Kropf (2006) do not code municipal-level officials and heterogeneous local selection procedures would
have to be individually researched for thousands of municipalities. Of the remaining 3433 officials for which we
have updated data, 50.1% serve in officially partisan positions and 63.6% were elected as of 2012. These dimensions
are cross-cutting: 35% of non-partisan officials are elected and 8% of partisan officials are appointees. For those
offices (excluding Michigan and Wisconsin) where officials are formally partisan, we are able to identify the specific
partisanship as of 2012 for 89%. We code officials who serve in formally non-partisan capacities as non-partisan,
following Kimball and Kropf (2006).

43See Supporting Information for regression tables.
44When comparing Democrats and Republicans, we use a restricted sample of 1522 localities for which officials

are partisan and partisanship is known. These 1522 localities are slightly less Latino and less dense than the national
sample, while being more Republican in past election results, more African-American, and wealthier. Importantly,
the overall results of the experiment continue to hold within this subset, with bias against Latinos in response rate and
accuracy.
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administrators serve in jurisdictions with low Latino populations. There are relatively few juris-

dictions in the data with large Latino populations; the median observation is only 2.1% Latino.

Interacting the Latino name treatment with the Latino population share in each locality returns a

statistically significant interaction suggesting that bias against Latinos in responsiveness only be-

comes significant in areas with few Latinos.45 But this does not account for VRA coverage. A

disproportionate share of the localities with large Latino populations are covered under Sections

203 or 5 of the VRA.46 Removing all localities where the above analysis suggests we should not

find significant bias because they are covered by the VRA, there is no evidence of an interaction

between the Latino name treatment and the Latino population share of each locality (p = 0.80 on

this interaction term, see Supporting Information). Ultimately, because of the prevalence of VRA

coverage in localities with high Latino populations, we cannot observe how much discrimination

would exist in the most Latino localities in the US if the VRA were not in effect.47

A related statistical discrimination mechanism would hold if officials could disproportionately

tell that the Latino emailers were not their constituents in comparison to the non-Latino emailers.

An extreme example would be if our findings were driven by officials in very small towns or

counties who know most their constituents personally and can easily tell that our aliases are fake.

We re-estimate the results in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, dropping localities in the bottom 10th percentile

of total population. This has no substantive effect and all treatment effect estimates remain as

before (see Supporting Information).

Another version of this mechanism would occur if local officials were less likely to find our

Latino aliases than our non-Latino aliases in official lists of registered voters or locality residents,

45p = 0.02 on the interaction term, see Supporting Information for the full regression table.
46Of the 725 localities that are more than 10% Latino, 351, or 48%, are covered by the VRA. In contrast, only 8%

of the remaining 5717 observations in the data with populations less than 10% Latino are covered by the VRA.
47As discussed in Section 4.3, we can show that the difference in response rate between VRA and non-VRA

localities is separate from differences in Latino population because of the extensive variation in local Latino population
within the Section 5 jurisdictions.
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and then did not reply (or do so accurately) as a result. To test for this, our research assistants coded

indicators for the officials being suspicious about our aliases: whether officials asked if the emailer

lived in that locality or was registered to vote, as well as if officials indicated that they looked for

the emailer in their voter registration file. The Latino names were no more likely to receive such

questions about residency or registration than the non-Latino names. Instead, 12% of the officials

who replied explicitly stated that they had no evidence that the emailer (of either ethnicity) lived

in their locality. Moreover, our non-Latino white surnames, Mueller and Walsh, are actually much

less common in the US population than Martinez and Rodriguez48 and our specific Latino first and

last name combinations are also orders of magnitude more prevalent than our non-Latino names.49

Though the prevalence of our Latino aliases is not uniform across the US, in the clear majority

of localities in our data the non-Latino aliases will not appear in the voter registration file either.

Nonetheless, over 70% of officials replied to our non-Latino emailers, making it implausible that

finding names in the voter registration file accounts for whether or not officials responded.

48As of the 2000 Census, Rodriguez was the ninth most common surname in the entire coun-
try; Martinez was eleventh. Walsh and Mueller ranked 265th and 467th, respectively. See
http://www.census.gov/genealogy/www/data/2000surnames/ (accessed 21 April 2013).

49We searched for each of our aliases in http://names.whitepages.com/, a database that estimates the
total instances of a specific name in the current population (accessed 7 July 2014) and which is increasingly used to
construct samples for opinion polls (Guterbock et al. 2011). Although this undercounts each name, because of unlisted
phone numbers and people with only mobile phones, the search shows a massive difference in name frequencies,
returning 27,188 instances of “Jose Martinez” and 10,917 of “Luis Rodriguez,” compared to 442 of “Greg” or “Gregory
Walsh” and 183 of “Jake” or “Jacob Mueller.” Greg/Gregory Walsh and Jake/Jacob Mueller appear in 42 and 30 states,
respectively, while the Latino names appear in every state. Moreover, nationally representative survey data from 2006
indicates that Hispanic households are 15.2 percentage points less likely to have a listed phone number than non-
Hispanic households, suggesting that our Latino aliases may be even more prevalent than the non-Latino aliases than
indicated by phonebook data (National Center for Health Statistics and Prevention 2007). If anything, many officials
will be more likely to be have been exposed to people in their localities with the same names as the Latino, rather than
Anglo, aliases.
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5 Conclusions

We bring field experimental evidence to debates about the degree to which constituents’ individual

characteristics drive bureaucratic behavior and causally identify the effect of constituent ethnicity

on the responsiveness of local election officials. This experiment allows us to directly study the

public officials tasked with providing election information to citizens and to isolate the effect of

ethnicity on their real-world performance. We find strong evidence that election officials were less

responsive to questions from putatively Latino constituents. In addition, the responses that Latino

emailers received to voter ID questions were less likely to be accurate and were more likely to be

non-informative.

While we cannot causally identify mechanisms, our results suggests that bias from street-level

bureaucrats can occur even when there are not clear strategic reasons for officials to discriminate on

the basis of ethnicity. Randomization ensures that observed bias cannot be explained by differences

in organizational capacity (e.g., Jones et al. 1977) and we find no evidence that whether local

officials are elected or appointed, partisan or nonpartisan, or members of specific political parties

influences the extent of bias. This differs from earlier observational work on partisan patterns in

the behavior of election officials in other aspects of election administration (Burden et al. 2013,

Kimball et al. 2006, Kropf et al. 2013) as well as observational evidence of partisan bias by other

types of street-level bureaucrats (Fording et al. 2007). But consistent with the claim that enhanced

monitoring reduces discrimination, we find no evidence of bias against Latinos in jurisdictions

subject to federal regulation under the VRA.

These findings have important implications for debates about voter ID laws, and indeed for

any changes to voting requirements or election administration. Our results indicate that changes to

existing voting regulations are likely to differentially increase information costs for Latino voters

because public officials are less responsive to their requests for information. That we find some

evidence that officials respond at lower rates to Latinos even when asked a question requiring a
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single word answer (“No”) suggests that public officials can be biased even in exceptionally low-

cost interactions. If minority voters are less able to acquire information about ID requirements

and more likely to be asked for ID at the polls (Ansolabehere 2009), this could manifest in lower

voting rates. This may be greatest where officials are not monitored to prevent discrimination. The

recent Supreme Court decision (Shelby County v. Holder (2013)) striking down portions of the

VRA makes it all the more imperative that future reforms to electoral rules include serious efforts

to disseminate information to all voters to offset potential bias at an individual level.

More broadly, our experiment confirms that bias by street-level bureaucrats based on citizens’

ethnicity is not always driven by partisan incentives, other plausible forms of “statistical discrim-

ination,” or organizational characteristics. In addition to elections, street-level bureaucrats have

discretionary control over the provision of many goods and services controlled by local govern-

ments in the US – from trash collection and snow plowing to the management of welfare offices.

Similar ethnic or racial biases may affect the quality of services delivered in these other arenas.

Future research can expand the use of experimental methods to examine the presence of bias in

service delivery in many other aspects of local administration in the US.
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Table 1: Number of Email Addresses Used by State
State No. Unit Law Type State No. Unit Law Type
Alabama 67 County Non-photo Montana 56 County Non-photo
Alaska – – – Nebraska 93 County HAVA
Arizona 15 County Non-photo Nevada 17 County HAVA
Arkansas 75 County Non-photo New Hampshire 233 Municipal Photo
California 54 County HAVA New Jersey 17 County HAVA
Colorado 64 County Non-photo New Mexico 33 County HAVA
Connecticut 168 Municipal Non-photo New York 62 County HAVA
Delaware 3 County Non-photo North Carolina 100 County HAVA
Florida 67 County Photo North Dakota 53 County Non-photo
Georgia 159 County Photo Ohio 87 County Non-photo
Hawaii 3 County Photo Oklahoma 77 County Non-photo
Idaho 42 County Photo Oregon 36 County HAVA
Illinois 110 Mixed HAVA Pennsylvania 63 County HAVA
Indiana 91 County Photo Rhode Island 39 Municipal Non-photo
Iowa 99 County HAVA South Carolina 46 County Non-photo
Kansas 105 County Photo South Dakota 64 County Photo
Kentucky 120 County Non-photo Tennessee 95 County Photo
Louisiana 64 County Photo Texas 254 County Non-photo
Maine – – – Utah 25 County Non-photo
Maryland 24 Mixed HAVA Vermont 245 Municipal HAVA
Massachusetts† 315 Municipal HAVA Virginia∗ – – –
Michigan† 1284 Municipal Photo Washington 39 County Non-photo
Minnesota∗ – – – West Virginia 54 County HAVA
Mississippi 81 County HAVA Wisconsin† 1756 Municipal HAVA
Missouri 115 County Non-photo Wyoming 23 County HAVA
Total = 6825. †: 20 units from Massachusetts, Michigan, and Wisconsin were used in a pilot and dropped from the
full experiment. ∗: Minnesota and Virginia were emailed, but not analyzed due to concerns about contamination.
Law types are those in effect in September 2012, when our emails were sent, based on definitions from National
Conference of State Legislatures (2012). The “photo” category includes any laws that request voters present photo
ID; the “non-photo” category includes any laws that require any identification; the “HAVA” category includes states
without regulations beyond those required by federal law.
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Figure 1: First Differences in Overall Response Rates: Panel (A) shows simulated differences be-
tween the non-Latino and Latino names in the overall predicted probability a local official responds
to either email text, with 95% confidence intervals. Panel (B) shows first differences in response
rate between non-Latino and Latino names broken down by each email text. Regression tables are
in the Supporting Information
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B: Difference in Bias by Section 5 Coverage

Difference in bias against Latinos in response rate, Covered v. Non−Covered (Sec. 5 only)
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C: Difference in Bias by Section 203 Coverage

Difference in bias against Latinos in response rate, Covered v. Non−Covered (Sec. 203 only)
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Figure 2: First Differences in Latino Treatment Effect by VRA Status: Simulated differences in
the size of the Latino name treatment effect after a change in VRA status, with 95% confidence
intervals. Positive values indicate a smaller Latino treatment effect, and thus less bias. The matched
data is from propensity score matching on VRA status as the treatment, as described in the text.
Corresponding regression tables are in the Supporting Information.
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